Validation of the Symptom Checklist SCL-27 in psychiatric patients: Psychometric testing of a multidimensional short form.
Abstract SCL-90-R, a multidimensional assessment instrument for mental health status, is among the most widely used instruments for the evaluation of therapies and quality management in mental institutions. With 90 items it is rather long and has a high redundancy as can be seen in its highly correlated scales. Thus many short versions have been constructed, among them the SCL-27, which was devised as a screening tool. It has 27 items, retains six of the nine SCL-90 dimensions and has shown a good factor structure. So far it has only been validated in non-psychiatric samples. The aim of this study is to determine validity and other psychometric qualities of the SCL-27, compared to the SCL-90-R within a group of 449 psychiatric patients. The study found a large concordance between the symptom scales of the SCL-27 and the corresponding scales of the SCL-90-R. The SCL-27 further showed good reliability and a sensitivity to change comparable to that of the 90-item version. A confirmatory factor analysis yields an acceptable factor validity which is better than that of the long version. This study concludes that the SCL-27 is suitable as a short assessment instrument for psychological health in psychiatric patients.